Abstract. In privacy-preserving data mining, there is a need to consider on-line data collection applications in a client-server-to-user (CS2U) model, in which a trusted server can help clients create and disseminate anonymous data. Existing privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP) and privacy-preserving data collection (PPDC) methods do not sufficiently address the needs of these applications. In this paper, we present a novel PPDC method that lets respondents (clients) use generalization to create anonymous data in the CS2U model. Generalization is widely used for PPDP but has not been used for PPDC. We propose a new probabilistic privacy measure to model a distribution attack and use it to define the respondent's problem (RP) for finding an optimal anonymous tuple. We show that RP is NP-hard and present a heuristic algorithm for it. Our method is compared with a number of existing PPDC and PPDP methods in experiments based on two UCI datasets and two utility measures. Preliminary results show that our method can better protect against the distribution attack and provide good balance between privacy and data utility.
Introduction
Consider the following scenario. A medical researcher, Steve, wants to study via data mining how cancer patients at various stages use non-prescript medicine. Due to public concerns of privacy [1] , he wants to perform privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) on anonymous data. However, it is difficult to identify a source of data, since typically cancer hospitals do not document the use of non-prescript medicine and pharmacies do not document treatment of cancer patients. It is also difficult to integrate anonymous data from hospitals and pharmacies because the data do not contain personal identities. A possible solution is for Steve to use an on-line data collection service, such as a well-known survey website.
Let us consider how such a website can provide anonymous data to Steve. Perhaps the simplest solution is the privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP) that has been extensively reported in the literature. PPDP is based on a serverto-user (S2U) model, in which one or more server (data owner such as a hospital, bank, or government agency) releases to the user (data miner) anonymous data that are obtained from the original data by perturbation [2, 3] or generalization [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Recently, generalization-based PPDP methods have gained wide acceptance and have efficient implementations [9, 11] .
To provide Steve with anonymous data via PPDP, the website has to ask respondents to submit original data that contain sensitive personal information. Unlike in a typical PPDP environment, such as a hospital where patients have to provide their private information to receive services (i.e., diagnosis or treatment), on-line data collection applications rely on voluntary submission of information. We believe that not all people are willing to voluntarily submit original data all the time, even if they know that the server will not try to breach their privacy. Thus, PPDP alone does not provide a sufficient solution for the website. We also need ways for respondents to submit anonymous data.
In the literature, privacy preserving data collection (PPDC) has been proposed for respondents to submit anonymous data. PPDC is based on a client-touser (C2U) model in which each client (respondent) submits directly to the user (data miner) an anonymous tuple that is obtained from the original tuple using perturbation [12, 13, 14] . However, existing PPDC methods have a number of problems due to the restriction of C2U model. For example, they may fail under a PCA-based attack [15] or a distribution attack (see Section 4.1). 
Our Contributions
To address these problems, we consider PPDC in a client-server-to-user (CS2U) model (see Figure 1 ) that combines S2U and C2U models. In this model, clients (respondents) create anonymous tuples with the help of a trusted server (such as the website) and submit anonymous tuples to the user (data miner) via the server. We propose a novel generalization-based PPDC method for the CS2U model. Our contributions are as follows.
1. We propose a framework for generalization-based PPDC in a CS2U model. 2. We define a new probabilistic privacy measure based on a distribution attack and use it to define the respondent's problem of finding an optimal anonymous tuple. 3. We show that this respondent's problem is NP-hard and propose a heuristic algorithm to solve it. Our generalization algorithm is able to create anonymous tuples using data already collected (rather than the entire set of original data required by existing PPDP methods) without modifying any collected tuple. To reduce the communication cost, we also present two compression methods that reduce the amount of data sent by the server to clients.
4. We compare our method with two PPDC methods and two PPDP methods in a number of experiments using two UCI datasets and two utility measures, including the information loss, which measures utility of a single anonymous tuple, and the classification accuracy of decision trees, which measures the utility of the set of collected tuples. Preliminary results show that our method balances the privacy and the utility better than existing methods do.
Related Work
Our work differs from well-known generalization-based PPDP methods such as k-anonymity [4, 6] and -diversity [7] in several ways. First, our algorithm only requires to access collected anonymous tuples, but their algorithms need all original tuples. Second, we consider a distribution attack, which is more general than attacks they consider. Third, we may generalize both QI and SA, but they generalize only QI. Our work also differs from existing PPDC methods, including those based on random perturbation, such as Warner's method [12] , which randomizes tuple with binary attributes, and MRR method [13] , which randomizes tuples with multi-valued attributes, and those based on linear algebra, such as EPR method [14] . First, we use generalization rather than perturbation. Second, we utilizes a trusted server but they do not. Although EPR also uses a server to provide a perturbation matrix for respondents to create perturbed tuples, it distrusts the server. Third, our method protects against distribution attack, but theirs do not.
Road Map
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we described a distribution attack, a privacy measure, a utility measure, and the Respondent's Problem. In Section 2.3, we show that the RP problem is NP-hard and present a heuristic algorithm to solve it. Section 4 presents preliminary results of our experiments, and Section 5 concludes the paper. In our framework (see Figure 1) , there is one collector (server) and a finite number of respondents (clients). Each respondent has one original tuple (which is a base tuple) and will independently create (and submit to the collector) at most one anonymous tuple. We emphasize that anonymous tuples can be submitted in any order. The collector provides respondents the set of anonymous tuples already collected. The adversary can be a respondent or the user, but not the collector. 
P r[a | o[QI], G] =f
Here, a weight can be assigned to each leaf value in taxonomies according to value distributions of attributes, and l(v) (resp. l (v, v ) ) is the total weight of leaf nodes of node v (resp. leaf nodes shared by nodes v and v ). Intuitively, φ QI (o, t) is the fraction contributed by t . Similarly, we also havê
Definition 1. Let τ be a privacy threshold, o be a respondent (who has not yet submitted a tuple), G be the set of tuples collected (prior to o's submission), and t be the anonymous tuple from o. We say that (the submission of ) t protects o if
, G ]} is the privacy of o with respect to dataset G .
Loss of Information
To find optimal anonymous tuples for respondents, we use a generic measure of utility of a tuple: the loss of information of a tuple t, defined as 
Problem Statement
Let o be a respondent, G be the set of anonymous tuples collected before o submits a tuple, and τ be a privacy threshold. The Respondent's Problem (RP) is to find a generalized tuple t, such that, t = argmin t o {L(t )}, subject to P v(o, G ∪ {t}) ≥ τ .
Analysis and Solution

Theoretical Results
The following theorem characterizes a possible solution (i.e., an anonymous tuple that protects the respondent). Due to space limit, proofs are omitted here, but they can be found in a full paper. (o, t) . We use these bounds to determine the existence of a solution to RP that has SA value v.
Theorem 1. An anonymous tuple t o can protect respondent o if and only if
φ QI (o, t)[φ SA (a, t[SA]) − (1 − τ )] ≤ M a , ∀a ∈ B[SA], where M a = (1 − τ ) t ∈Go φ QI (o, t ) − t ∈Go [φ QI (o, t ) · φ SA (a, t [SA])]
Corollary 1. A generalized tuple with a given SA value
Thus, we can partition general tuples that cover o into subsets based on their SA values and test each partition according to Corollary 1. For each partition that contains a solution, we must solve the following RP-FixSA (i.e., RP with fixed SA value) problem to find an optimal solution tuple in the partition.
However, this problem is NP-hard (in terms of the number of attributes and the size of attribute taxonomies). Consequently, RP is also NP-hard.
Theorem 2. RP-FixSA is NP-hard.
Corollary 2. The Respondent's Problem is NP-hard.
Create Anonymous Tuples
The above analysis leads to the algorithm in Figure 4 , which solves RP heuristically at the client-side by first finding anonymous tuples that are possible solutions, and then choosing one of these tuples that minimizes information loss. 
Compress Collected Data
On the server-side, we reduce the communication cost by compressing the collected data with a simple incremental compression method. We represent each group of duplicate tuples as a tuple-count pair (t, c t ). By encoding attribute values, unique tuples are represented as numeric vectors with a total order. The tuple in each tuple-count pair is represented either by its index in this total order or by a compact binary form, giving two compression methods.
Experiments
We implemented five algorithms: the GTR algorithm, two existing PPDC methods: multi-variant random response (MRR) [13] and eigenvector perturbation response (EPR) [14] , and two well-known PPDP methods: Local Encoding kanonymity (LRKA) [16] and -diversity (LD) [7] . We used two datasets from the UCI Machining Learning Repository [17] : the Adult and the Nursery, and two utility measures: information loss and classification accuracy of decision trees (learned using the ID3 decision tree mining algorithm [18] ) in our experiments.
Protection against Distribution Attack
In this experiment, we investigated whether existing PPDC methods can protect against the distribution attack. Figure 5 shows the percentage of respondents (based on Adult dataset) who are not protected by EPR under a distribution attack (i.e, the privacy does not satisfy P v(o, G) 
Utility of Collected Data
In this experiment, we compared utility of data obtained by different methods under comparable privacy guarantees. In Figure 6 , privacy (x-axis) is measured by P v(o, G) ≥ τ . We only show ranges of τ in which SA are not generalized to the root. LRKA does not appear in (a) because its results do not satisfy any τ no matter what the value of k is. For the same reason, EPR and MRR do not appear in (b). The utility (y-axis) is measured by the relative classification accuracy, that is the accuracy of decision trees learned from anonymous data divided by accuracy of decision trees learned from the original data. As shown in Figure 6 , GTR outperforms these existing methods when τ ≤ 0.36. When τ > 0.4, all methods produce very poor data because anonymous tuples are too general. The results for information loss are similar and omitted due to space limit.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel PPDC method that lets respondents (clients) use generalization to create anonymous data in a CS2U model. Generalization has not been used for PPDC. We propose a new probabilistic privacy measure to model a distribution attack and use it to define the respondent's problem (RP) for finding an optimal anonymous tuple. We show that RP is NP-hard and present a heuristic algorithm for it. Our method is compared with a number of existing PPDC and PPDP methods in a number of experiments based on two UCI datasets and two utility measures. Preliminary results show that our method can better protect against the distribution attack and provide good balance between privacy and data utility.
